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Please write down your answer to the question with your lines of R code that led you to the answer.

Problem 1 Download the data file from https://goo.gl/tN1tCh and load the data set into your choice of R
environment. Store it in a variable called Df. You should get something that starts like this:

> Df = read.csv("age -weight -height.csv")

Problem 2 How many observations are there? How many variables are there?

> nrow(Df)

[1] 4000

> ncol(Df)

[1] 5

Problem 3 What is mean height, mean weight, and mean age of the first 1000 people?

> C=1:1000

> mean(Df[C,]$Height)

[1] 169.6466

> mean(Df[C,]$Weight)

[1] 64.54387

> mean(Df[C,]$Age)

[1] 16.87

Problem 4 What is the men’s mean height?

> M=Df$Gender =="M"

> mean(Df[M,]$Height)

[1] 177.1917

Problem 5 How many women are either 15 or 16 years old?

> Age15or16=Df$Age == 16 | Df$Age == 15

> F=Df$Gender == "F"

> sum(F&Age15or16)

[1] 735

Problem 6 What is the mean weight of 15- and 16-year-old women who have height between 150.5 and 165.5?
150.5 (cm) ≤ (height) < 165.5 (cm)?
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> H=Df$Height >= 150.5 & Df$Height < 165.5

> C=H&Age15or16&F

> mean(Df[C,]$Weight)

[1] 54.73247

Problem 7 What is the correlation between weight and height for all 15 years olds?

> Age15=Df$Age == 15

> cor(Df[Age15 ,]$Weight ,Df[Age15 ,]$Height)

[1] 0.4502264

Problem 8 What are the family names of the first 100 men who are less than 170 cm tall? (No duplicates,
just a list of unique names.)

> L170 = Df$Height < 170

> M=Df$Gender == "M"

> First100 =1:100

> unique(na.omit(Df[First100 ,][M&L170 ,])$FamilyName)

[1] Harris Jefferson Espinoza Andrews Mosley

[6] Robinson Huber Davidson Hunter Horne

[11] Hanna Dean Calhoun Lam Robbins

[16] Molina Gray Douglas Guzman

1000 Levels: Abbott Acevedo Acosta Adams Adkins ... Zuniga

Problem 9 What is the mean height, weight, and age of people who have family names starting with an ‘H’?
HINT: see substr in the list of useful functions at the end.

> FamilyNameWithH=substr(Df$FamilyName , 1, 1) == "H"

> mean(Df[FamilyNameWithH ,]$Height)

[1] 169.6218

> mean(Df[FamilyNameWithH ,]$Weight)

[1] 64.44246

> mean(Df[FamilyNameWithH ,]$Age)

[1] 16.89011

Problem 10 The heights of the Aguirre family were measured in inches instead of centimeters. Multiply them
all by 2.54 and put the result back into Df

> Aguirre=Df$FamilyName =="Aguirre"

> sum(Aguirre)

[1] 4

> Df["HeightinCentimeters"]=Df$Height

> Df[Aguirre ,"HeightinCentimeters"]=Df[Aguirre ,]$Height*2.54

> Df[Aguirre ,"HeightinCentimeters"]

[1] 399.9992 490.3216 399.9992 419.3540

> head(Df)

Gender Age FamilyName Height Weight HeightinCentimeters

1 F 18 West 170.18 68.03880 170.18

2 M 17 Oneal 170.18 63.50288 170.18

3 F 16 Stuart 170.18 45.35920 170.18

4 F 18 Lozano 157.48 83.91452 157.48

5 M 17 Harris 167.64 65.77084 167.64

6 F 17 Marks 157.48 63.50288 157.48
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